Twenty-two

The Joker flung off his cloak, revealing to Mana and the advancing horde his tattered gray robes. The Guardian Heir, motionless with fright as he gazed on, dully noted that the Joker's robes looked the same as those that covered the giant bodies of the Ly'ban. As the demons drew their swords, their sleeves were blown back in a supernatural wind, revealing spiked gauntlets of black steel. The Joker rolled up his own sleeves, revealing hard leather gloves and arm guards. Mana realized that, had the Joker's armor been the same black as that of the countless Ly'ban, he would have blended right in. And in that realization, the mage gained the power to move once more. He flung his gaze from advancing horde to single robed figure, his own hair and robes becoming a flurry of red and green in the wind that surrounded all of them.

"You're—" Mana was cut off as the Joker spoke.

"Gem and Mark call me 'Luke,' and I appreciate it of them." The Joker's soft voice had returned, and he spoke calmly. Mana winced as he let himself imagine that this was the lull, that this was the calm, that the storm had yet to come. Walking towards him were row after row of gray-robed Ly'ban, illuminated not by the torchlight but by the light cast from their upraised swords. Breast to breast and filling the tunnel from wall to wall, they seemed endless. All around them lay the smoky wreckage of one of UnderMist's richest streets. This was the calm. "I'd always wanted to be seen as a human. Remember this if you will, Lord Mana. Should I die here today, Ji'Luc has fallen fighting his brothers." Silence followed, and then the Ly'ban stopped marching.

"Ji'Luc!" screeched one of the approaching demons. "Who would have guessed that <i>you</i> were here, too! Step down, runt, or we'll End you."

"I have to admit, I never bothered to learn all your names," the Joker sighed. "I'll be Ending you indiscriminately, now." The Joker stretched his arms out, palms facing the demonic army, and a white beam of fire shot out of each, lancing straight into the first rank. Two gray robes burst into flames as the demons wearing them were turned into piles of ash. Muttered rasps spread throughout the Ly'ban ranks. "That's right, boys. I don't need the ritual."

"Only Ly'ban can kill eachother," Mana muttered as he watched, reciting what he'd been taught. Ly'ban, in groups of five, were capable of performing what is called the 'Ending Ritual.' It took five to kill one; the practice was intended to eliminate traitors. Ly'ban could only be killed via this ritual, and only Ly'ban could perform this ritual; only Ly'ban could kill eachother. "They're his brothers... but he's only one, and the ritual..."

"There are a thousand of us," one Ly'ban spat. "Can you stop our use of the ritual two hundred times over?"

"Try me." Beam after beam of white fire burst from the Joker's gloved hands, piercing demon after demon. As one, the Ly'ban moved, pointing their swords at the Joker, a thousand white brands shifting in a wave. "Watch me," the Joker cried, addressing Mana. "Watch the way I manipulate Jikkuu. This is your domain, Mana! You can End them as easily as I." Another two shots, another two Ly'ban turned to ash.

"But I'm human!" Mana screamed, confused.

"I'm killing them with Jikkuu, Mana, and so can you, dammit! Watch me!" A chant went up amongst the other Ly'ban. Mana couldn't make out words; they were using the old tongue, High Libran, that with which the gods were named. He looked back at the Joker, who was still shooting white fire into the horde, and he watched the formation of the fire in an almost dazed state.

Mana's eyes widened as he understood the Joker's spell.

"Well? Don't just stand there!"

Mana raised his arm slowly and pointed at one of the Ly'ban. <i>Alter the world. Tear the fabric. Rend the Ly'ban to dust.</i> His blue eyes shone as the air around him moved in its own current, separate from that surrounding the horde. In between his index finger and the Ly'ban he was aiming at, space didn't exist. His finger was the Ly'ban, and then the Ly'ban was behind him, the space between them negative. It was not dark in the subterranean street, but it was not light, either. Between his finger and the Ly'ban, darkness was negative. The fire he sought to summon was not hot; the cold in the non-space between himself and the Ly'ban was nonexistent. Science gave way in that space between the mage and the demon, and limitless heat came into being. A thin beam of white shot from his finger and exploded on impact with his target, taking off the demon's arm.

"That's the power of Mana Reborn?" the injured Ly'ban laughed, disrupting the chant. "Weaker than this traitor runt." Another blast from Mana's finger took off its head, and it laughed no more. 

"I hate to sound selfish, Lord Mana," the Joker breathed, all the while Ending Ly'ban after Ly'ban, "but even if you don't kill them, so long as you stop them from completing the ritual as many times over as you can, it'll increase the chances of my survival, and I'll be able to kill more of them." Mana nodded dumbly without looking back and then extended both of his hands, mimicking the Joker's stance, and began firing beam after beam in rapid succession.

"Mana Reborn is a danger," one of the Ly'ban rasped right before becoming transfixed with one of the Joker's white lances. Another demon in the ranks nodded and broke the chant, turning to face Mana. It extended one great gauntleted hand shaped like a giant black claw, and a large purple tentacle reared from its shadow, arcing up over its head towards the mage. Mana didn't even notice as the manifestation of Tainted Jikkuu sped towards him, concentrating on taking out as many Ly'ban as possible.

"Watch out, Lord Mana!" the Joker cried out, his soft voice becoming a rasp once more. Mana looked up, concentration faltering as he realized that he was about to be skewered by the sickly-looking coil. Just as he ceased Ending demons, one group successfully completed the ritual, and five intertwining beams of light came into existence between the clustered Ly'ban and the Joker.

"Mana! Luke!" came a familiar voice, and then Mana's vision became obscured by a billowing cloak. In a flash, he had a clear view of the situation once more. No purple tentacle was headed his way, no negative space existed between the Joker and the Ly'ban army, no rasping murmurs of ancient words issued from the gathered demons. Mana remained motionless, gazing in awe at the back of the man who had saved him. Gem stood, cloak flaring, sword hilt in hand, facing the the Ly'ban army.

"Nice," the Joker chuckled, addressing the bounty hunter. "Your spine, kid. Very nice." 

"Mana, catch," Gem spoke forcefully. So saying he tossed a short sword, sheathed in a plain black scabbard, to the mage. Mana clumsily pulled the scabbard to his chest.

"This is...?"

"Your runeblade, Mana. Be careful with it."

"Thank—"

"There's no time for thanks now," Gem yelled. "Draw it and fight!" He whipped back his right arm, brandishing his hilt. There was no visible blade fixed to it, but the air around it moved as though a sword were being swung. Mana hesitantly put his hand on the leather-wrapped hilt of the sword Gem had given him. The moment his fingers touched it, he felt power surge through him. <i>I wonder...</i> He focused on the Ly'ban army into which he and the Joker had barely made a dent, and began altering the world.

The sword in his hand was not a sword, and the Ly'ban before him were not demons. A giant blast of white issued from the sheathed sword, cutting deep into the Ly'ban horde, turning dozens of demons into ashes. Even Gem seemed startled by the power of the attack, and Mana, in wonder, almost dropped the sheath.

"Keep fighting, Mana! I'll stop their magic, so don't worry about their attacks. Keep fighting."

Mana nodded silently, despite being behind Gem. He didn't have words. He tightened his grip on the sword and quickly drew it from it sheath. As he did, the air in the street became even heavier than it had become when the Ly'ban entered UnderMist. Buffeted by invisible forces, Gem's cloak was ripped clean off and Mana knocked back. The sword in his hands resembled an ordinary blade, a normal short sword, forged of normal metal, crafted in a normal shape. Inspecting it thoroughly, Mana found the runes set into the blade's base. Twisted shapes carved in seemingly random patterns, they looked entirely decorative and not magical in the slightest.

And yet, this sword was so... strange.

The Joker had pulled back from the fight into the shadows without a word. He stood near the door to the manor, seemingly immobile. The Ly'ban, now faced only with two human targets, chose to charge, and, brandishing their Kaiblades, they descended upon Gem. The bounty hunter turned blacksmith held his ground, readying to swing out at whatever demons got too close.

"Did I make it?" came Julien's voice as he jumped next to Gem, wielding a twelve-foot spear that glowed a warm orange.

"Barely," Gem replied. "That general had better be close. Even with Mana here, we'll need all our strength—and possibly more—to stop these demons."

"This is still ridiculous," Julien sighed, shaking his head, crouching down and preparing to fight. "Three of us, blazes, throw in Oberon's whole outfit, given runeblades and supported by Mana... can we really stand up to this many demons?"

"Who knows," Gem laughed softly, and then the air around him exploded into black and white.

Mana was vaguely aware of willing the Ly'ban around Gem to crumble, but he did not instruct them to be destroyed. He was not conscious of deciding to point his new sword at any demon in particular; he was not in control as the air rippled and broke around the advancing Infernals. Space and non-space clashed and sound was replaced with static as streams of white engulfed the demonic horde. Mana's eyes failed and his senses ebbed as a single emotion surged to the foreground, washing away all else: ecstasy. All he could do was maintain his grip on the sword.

The Lord of Tryn and Verga's Roof-runner were fighting like madmen, their bodies moving like pistons as they pumped back and forth, slicing and thrusting at the encroaching darkness that was the Ly'ban army. Sheer numbers in their favor, the Ly'ban pressed down with their bodies, attempting to break through into the small space around the Guardian Heir and his two defenders. Purple tentacles, black fire, gray robes, white swords, the malicious red glare of demonic eyes—all of these were thrown at the two fighters.

Gem twirled around, lashing out with his invisible, light-bending blade, turning Ly'ban and Ly'ban magic alike to cinders. Julien ducked under the whip-like strikes of the tentacles of the Taint, thrusting at his enemies quickly, as if ignoring the weight of his massive weapon. Together, they managed to successfully fend off the Ly'ban attacks, protecting Mana and allowing him room to fire off his destructive attacks.

"Lord Tryn!" came a distant call. "Lord Tryn!" Julien, not pausing to look away from the demons before him, recognized the voice to be that of Oberon.

"Get over here, General," he yelled over the static cracking in the air. "We're still alive."

"This thing works," Oberon's amused voice called back. "They fall apart when I hit them with it." With a loud crash, pieces of Ly'ban armor were propelled into the air above the army.

"This would be so much easier if I could use the Net," Gem moaned, barely dodging the swing of a Kaiblade.

"No wishful thinking, Legend," Julien joked, still focused on the fight. He was chuckling, awed within by the situation. "We're crazy." He laughed out loud as he pressed his attack outward, his spear a giant orange fan as he kept the Ly'ban from crossing a line ten feet from him. Ashes and cinders covered the broken street; charred Ly'ban robes and empty armor littered the tunnel. Crashing noises emanated from the other end of the demon horde, clashing with the static surrounding Mana. This was ridiculous, Julien thought. <i>We've been fighting and fighting, and yet they keep coming. I'm beginning to feel... tired...</i>

"Are you defending Mana? Or are you defending this world?" Gem grunted as he guarded against a demon's attack with his sword. The Ly'ban pressed down, its shining blade nearing Gem's face. With one grand push, the green-haired bounty hunter threw the demon back into the sea of its brothers, just in time to cut down a flower of Tainted Jikkuu directed at Mana. He tossed the hilt of his sword back and forth between his hands, ambidextrously cutting everything near him. Gem fought tirelessly. "Oberon is on the other side of this pack. He's fighting to defend this world."

"Oberon is using the power of Legend to defend the world?" Julien laughed, still caught up in the frenzy of impossible battle.

"He's fighting, is he not?" Gem's voice blurred and became noise. White flashes passed between the Lord of Tryn and the bounty hunter, tearing apart Ly'ban. Julien looked back for a moment to check what Gem was saying. Words formed on the bounty hunter's lips: "Are you fighting?"

Julien paused. For what seemed minutes, he watched as his spear, it orange glow growing fainter, slowly dropped to the ground. The latest blast of white from Mana rode choppily across the flow of air and enveloped a handful of the ever-advancing Ly'ban. The static had disappeared, along with sound altogether; Gem's lips, moving agonizingly slowly, let out no voice. The Ly'ban slashed at Julien, but he felt no contact. Pain blossomed slowly, and then the world shook a single time as Gem's voice became clear once more.

"What are you using my power to do?"

Julien's spear lay on the ground, its glow faded completely. Mana, a few feet back, continued to indiscriminately launch beams of Ending magic into the Ly'ban ranks. Gem continued to swing his invisible blade, effectively blocking any of the Taint from reaching Mana. Judging by the incessant crashes from the rear of the horde, Oberon continued to smash the Ly'ban to pieces. Julien alone had stopped, his body transfixed in no less than six places by Ly'ban weaponry.

"And what about you?" he voiced faintly as he fell forward, his body sliding effortlessly down the Kaiblades embedded in it.

"Mana <i>is</i> the world," Gem said, his voice trembling along with his body as he struggled to keep going. "And he's destroying himself." Julien gave one final, blood-soaked, laughing cough and was still. A tremor ran through the scene before Gem's eyes, the endless Ly'ban, the countless traces of Tainted Jikkuu. Patches of it became flat, some empty, others small pools of chaos. Flash of white followed flash of white as the world slowed down.

"Put up your sword, Lord Mana," came the gentle voice of the Joker, penetrating into the brain of the semi-conscious Guardian Heir. Mana's eyes opened as the pleasure simmered down. "You're going to tear the world apart." Mana hurriedly sheathed the sword, his body suddenly reacting to his brain, and his brain functioning once more. With Mana's magic not working its way through the Ly'ban army, the demons quickly swarmed around Gem.

"Gem!" Mana cried out, and then, looking down, noticed the body of his cousin being trampled by pair after pair of Ly'ban boots. "Jul..."

"I'm sorry it took so long for me to prepare this," the Joker apologized. "I don't think I left you alone long enough to cause permanent damage to Bane's order, though Gem making such a dangerous weapon was pretty foolish... stand back, Lord Mana. I'll deal with my annoying brothers now."

Mana silently stepped back as the Joker emerged from the shadows. His leather gloves shone every color as he approached the other Ly'ban. He knelt down where Mana had been standing before and punched down, shoving his hands into the ground. Beams of color shot out of the broken stone street where the Joker's arms penetrated it to the elbow.

"Ly'ban brothers," he addressed the horde. "I regret spending as much time with our commander as I did, but it is with glee that I use his teachings to End you." Lights shot outward from his hands and ran along the street beneath the cobble stones, glimmering red and green and yellow and blue, a purple to dull that of the Vergan full moon, a white to outshine that of the Kaiblades, a black to swallow that of the Taint. As the lights spread out, they arced around the Ly'ban, encircling them, and then shot out of the street and into the air, forming a technicolor wall.

That wall began to close in on the horde, and then white flames burst into existence everywhere within the circle's boundaries.

Mana squinted and struggled to glimpse what was going on. The fires died down in seconds and all that was left within the circle was the torn street and the bodies of Julien and Gem. The lights faded away and the Joker stood, pulling his arms out of the ground and brushing away stray bits of rock from his no longer glowing gloves. Oberon, yards away, staggered a few steps closer to Mana and the Joker before collapsing to his knees. He supported himself by leaning on the haft of his weapon, a great axe set with green runes. The general looked wearily in the direction of Mana, and then his grip on his axe loosened and he fell on his face.

"Brother... Jul... General..." The torchlight shifted as the mage whimpered, the unnaturally-colored flames dancing red again. The air grew lighter, easier to breathe, and finally all trace of the demons was gone, save for the marks they had left upon the three immobile fighters.

"I can retrieve them, Mana," the Joker spoke solemnly, turning back to face the Guardian Heir. "But I can't be selective about it."

"What do you mean?" Mana asked, his voice weak and trembling with tears.

"They're not gone, Mana. And I can retrieve them. Your cousin, Gem, and that general. Even this street. They're within reach. Do you want me to get them back?" The Joker had not moved, yet he seemed further away from the mage, taller and more imposing, larger yet distant.

"What the hell are you," Mana cried, "telling me you can bring back the dead? They're dead! They're—" He broke off into great sobs.

"Your Jikkuu alters reality. Aren't you constantly causing contradictions to occur? Calm down, Mana. Nothing bad has happened." Mana had crumpled to the ground, a mess of red and green, and clutched himself, shivering uncontrollably. "Calm down, damn it. Do you want me to bring them back?"

"Yes," Mana muttered, and then repeated himself again and again. "Yes. Yes. Yes, do it. Yes. Yes!"

"Are you sure? All of them or none," the Joker said, his voice insistent.

"Yes, do it," the Guardian Heir commanded, staring down at the cobblestones.

"This may be a mistake, Mana." The Joker extended an arm in the mage's direction, and his eyelids became heavy. The sadness was purged, replaced with a sweet exhaustion. Mana closed his eyes and drifted off to sleep.
